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00:47:37 David Mills: Do begin to prepare your thoughts - do we need more analytical focus 

on the geopolitical storms reshaping science, or on better, tech-enabled ways of weathering 

them? 

00:49:01 C Sanger: CPD offered or taken up? 

00:54:17 David wang: MOOCs seems more appealing to the CPD or lifelong learning 

learners, but may not so for the younger learners or undergraduates etc. 

00:54:29 David wang: number is one thing, quality is another... 

00:59:02 Diana Laurillard: @David - I agree, as I said, they are not suitable for students, 

except as supplements to a taught course. Quality is crucial for all courses. 

01:00:19 David Mills: We will have 10 minutes for questions..please do post your thoughts 

on the geopoliticisation of global HE.. 

01:06:33 David James: I wondered if Simon, Diana or Claire had a view on the influence on 

states/nations of bodies like the World Economic Forum, World Bank etc - whose reading of 

‘the fourth industrial revolution’ positions higher education as less central than they were in 

a classic ‘human capital’ view. 

01:08:50 Jo Kukuczka: Thank you - a great session :) 

01:09:21 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today for our 300th seminar/webinar! A 

recording of this session will be on the CGHE site tomorrow morning: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/signals-in-the-storm-higher-

education-digital-communication-and-geo-politics-cghes-300th-seminarwebinar/  

01:09:37 David Mills: still time for one or two other questions - do post them here. 

01:10:30 CGHE Webinars: Our next webinar, 'Flexible Learning Pathways in Higher 

Education: a UNESCO project', will be on Tuesday. You can register here: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/flexible-learning-pathways-in-higher-

education-a-unesco-project/  

01:10:38 David wang: The core for geopolitics may matter less if there are castleholders in 

valued-based basic/VET/HE education, however nowadays we seems to focus more on the 
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wider participation in HE.  funding, students markets share and how they have been 

affected by the geopolitics. geoeconomics, digital disruption etc. 

01:11:19 CGHE Webinars: If you missed, or wish to rewatch, any of the 14 sessions from the 

recent 2022 CGHE Annual Conference you can do so here: 

https://www.cgheconference2022.com/  

01:16:27 Victorița Trif: Thank you! 

01:16:54 Ian Prawiromaruto: thank you CG and all of the presenters 

01:17:24 Emily Hannum: Thanks for a really interesting session! 

01:17:52 Charito Pizarro: Many thanks, Simon, Diana, Claire and David. 

01:17:55 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you - an excellent anniversary webinar. Congratulations! 

01:18:05 Monika Jaiswal-Oliver: Thank you to you all. 

01:18:12 Suraj Shrestha: Thanks you CG and all the presenters. 

01:18:14 Asim Sahinpasic: Thank you for webinar and sharing ideas 
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